Greece
Departures from Fall 2021

Moving Encounters, Exploring the World
Since 1992, 145 countries, 6 continents
An industry leader for nearly 30 years, Classical Movements is happy to now offer
additional tours for individuals and small groups, enabling lovers of the arts to
travel around the world and experience the finest of local culture.
Once the realm of mighty Spartan emperors and run through by fierce battles, the
Peloponnesian peninsula of southwestern Greece now sits like a peaceful but
vibrant escape from the tourist hotspots of the coasts further north. Nestled in the
waters of the Aegean, the peninsula sits barely connected to the mainland and is a
magical place unto itself. Settle into the ancient town of Nafplio, built up against a
ridge and overlooking a tiny bay of breathtaking blue. Take day trips to the ruins of
Mycenae and Epidavros and marvel at the history of the region that so shaped our
modern world. Get a chance to learn the basics of real Greek cooking and take a
private boat trip to the island of Hydra. You’ll get a look at the part of Greece that
lies off the beaten track. Take your own personal odyssey to serenity.

PRICING, DATES, and INCLUSIONS (Subject to change)
PRICE does not include airfare or airport transfers
From $2,695.00 per person
Prices are for small-group tours of 20 passengers. Bookings and pricing for individual
groups of 2 or more passengers available on request.
Prices subject to change based on fluctuations in the travel industry due to COVID-19.
DATES
September 15-21, 2021 | October 6-12, 2021| April 6-12, 2022
Date ranges indicate start of services to end of services and hotel nights provided. Extra
nights can be booked on an individualized basis for additional cost.
INCLUSIONS
• 6 nights in 4-star hotels including breakfast
• Exclusive welcome and farewell dinners, including one drink (beer, wine, or
local specialty)
• Three other meals, lunches or dinners, including one drink (beer, wine, or
local specialty)
• Expert Classical Movements Tour Manager and engaging local tour guides
• Modern motor coaches or mini-bus depending on group size
• Ferry ride from Nafplio to Hydra
• Sightseeing tours and entrances to top sites and cultural activities. Substitutions as per
the final itinerary.
 City tours of Nafplio and Athens
 Treasured sites of antiquity: Epidaurus, Mycenae, Corinth, Tiryns, and the
Acropolis in Athens
 Visits to the Archaeological and Komboloi Museums in Nafplio
• Insider Classical Movements Experiences
 Private tour of an olive farm with olive oil tasting
 Vineyard tour in the land of Dionysus, with a private tasting
 Special expert-led tour on the art and architecture of Athens’ incredible
Orthodox churches
 Cocktails and a private traditional music performance at a top hotel in Nafplio
• Tips to guides and drivers
• Customized tour app to view your trip details including accommodations,
transportation, activities, daily tour itinerary, travel guides, performance and cultural
event details, trip journal, and other helpful travel tools, maps and more.

